[1.0] Introduction

Desert Fox is a brigade level simulation of the war in North Africa from the arrival of Erwin Rommel in March of 1941 until the end of 1942 when the Allies landed amphibious forces in Western Africa, blockaded any chances for future Axis offensive in North Africa. The Axis player attempts to secure Libya and Egypt by seizing Alexandria, while the Allied (Commonwealth) player seeks to protect Alexandria and to contain the Axis forces. There are two scenarios in Desert Fox: a short, five-turn game, covering the Axis drive on Tobruk in the first few months of the conflict; and a campaign game, recreating the entire war in Northeast Africa.

[2.0] Game Equipment

CASES:

[2.1] GAME-MAP

Desert Fox has a double section 17" x 44" map depicting the area in which the North African Campaign was fought. The map provided with the game is a single 22" x 34" piece. To assemble the map, overlap the western edge of Map E (Egypt) over the Eastern edge of Map L (Libya). When the map is assembled, the coastline should be continuous from Alexandria to El Agheila. Terrain features relevant to desert warfare, and historically significant locations, are shown on the map. A hexagonal grid has been superimposed on the map to regulate movement and other game functions. Each hexagon, or "hex," is numbered. Hexes on the Libya map are referred to with an L prefix, and hexes on the Egypt map are referred to with an E prefix. Various tracks, boxes, charts, and tables are printed on the map to facilitate play. Note also that each tenth hex along the Via Balbia (the coastal road) has a milestone mark, indicating distance (in hexes) from El Agheila, to allow for rapid reckoning of distances.

[2.2] PLAYING PIECES

The cardboard pieces, called units, represent the military units which participated in the historical campaign. Various markers have also been provided as aids in play.

[2.21] Sample Units

ARMOR UNIT (Front)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit Designation</th>
<th>Armur Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deployment</td>
<td>LS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacking Point Value</td>
<td>9 1 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Size Symbol</td>
<td>5(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Type Symbol</td>
<td>1 5 1 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat Strength</td>
<td>Movement Allowance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morale Rating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Units that begin the game on the map are coded LS (start on Libya map), ES (start on Egypt map), or RS (start in Refit Box). See 15.12 and 15.13 for specific hexes of deployment. Reinforcing units have a one or two-digit number in this space indicating the Game-Turn in which they enter; see the Reinforcement schedules on the map. Armor replacement units are indicated with the code Rpr; see 13.3.

ARMOR UNIT (Back)

HEAVY WEAPONS UNIT (Front)

With artillery capability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit Designation</th>
<th>Game-Turn of Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stacking Point Value</td>
<td>18 3 2 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat Strength</td>
<td>Movement Allowance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morale Rating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HEAVY WEAPONS UNIT (Back)

Shading indicates lost artillery capability

Note that the following unit types are considered artillery (and flank) and are subject to the rules of Section 12.0:

[2.22] Summary of Counter Types

COMBAT AND SUPPLY UNITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infantry</td>
<td>14/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-motorized unit</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorized Infantry</td>
<td>22/22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanized Infantry</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artillery</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flak (Anti-Tank)</td>
<td>1/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconnaissance</td>
<td>1/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Weapons</td>
<td>1/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Weapons with Artillery Capacity</td>
<td>1/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glider Infantry</td>
<td>1/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armored Car</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armored Artillery</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Airborne Infantry</td>
<td>1 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Supply Unit (MSU)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Dump</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DUMP
[2.3] CHARTS AND TABLES

Several charts and tables are used in Desert Fox to simplify and condense various game functions. These charts and tables include the Commonwealth Reinforcement/Withdrawal Schedule (5.17), Axis Reinforcement Schedule (5.18), Raid on Malta Table (6.37), Axis Convoy Arrival Table (7.57), Terrain Effects Chart (8.29), Hexside Terrain Effects on Combat Chart (11.37), Combat Results Table (11.8), Refit Chart (13.26), Terrain Key, and the Summary of Supply Sources and Capacities. In addition, information which varies with the Game-Turn is presented in condensed form on the Turn Record Track.

[2.4] GAME SCALE

Each hex on the game-map represents 16 kilometers, and each Game-Turn represents a month. Most of the units portrayed are brigade or regiment-sized, but a few division and battalion-sized units are also depicted. Air Points are abstractions of quality as well as quantity of planes and pilots, and there is no set ratio of planes to each Air Point.

[2.5] UNIT DESIGNATIONS

The Order-of-Battle for Desert Fox is quite accurate, given the operational/brigade-level scope of the game. The basic operational and tactical formation of many units was the battalion, not the regiment or the brigade, however. Thus, while the 131/44 Infantry Brigade (313th Regiment/44th Division) was an actual unit which operated under that designation, the 44th Heavy Weapons Regiment is really an amalgamation of several battalions assigned to the 44th: the 6th Chesire Machinegun Battalion, 44th Recon Regiment, 57th Anti-Tank Regiment, 57th Field Artillery Regiment, 58th Artillery Regiment, 65th Field Artillery Regiment, and 30th Light Anti-Air Regiment. There are several such composite units in the game. Note also that the British often used the term “brigade” to describe battalion-sized units. Whenever a question of a unit’s true organizational size arises, refer to the designation on the unit’s counter.

The following unit type abbreviations are used in the initial set-up and reinforcement schedules: Armd (Armored); Armd Arty (Armored Artillery); Armd Car (Armored Car); Arty (Artillery); Glnd Inf (Glider Infantry); Hvy Airbn Inf (Heavy Airborne Infantry); Hvy Inf (Heavy Infantry); Hvy Wpns (Heavy Weapons); Mech (Mechanized Infantry); Mtrzd (Motorized); Reccon and Recce (Reconnaissance). Units with no type specified are infantry.

The following abbreviations are used in individual unit designations: Af (African); Ar (Arische); Art (Articlerie); Aus (Australian); Bol (Bologna); Br (Bergsleith); Brs (Brescia); CIH (Central India Horse); FF (Free French); Folg (Folgore); GGGF (Giovanni Fascisti); Ind (Indian); Lancer (Lanseria di Novara); Lan (Lancers); Lt (Littoria); Lt (Light); Monfell (I Monferrato Squadrons); Nizz (Nizza Cavaliera); NZ (New Zealand); Pavo (Panzer); Pist (Pistole); QVO (QVO Guides); Recam (Raggruppamento Esperto dell’Armeno di Manovra); Royals (Royal Dragoons); SA (South Africa); Sbab (Savannah); Spt (Support Group); Svbd (Sondervorband); Tri (Trieste); Trn (Trento); Zee (2nd Derbyshire Yeomanry). Commonwealth artillery units with single letter designations (e.g., c) are composite units.

[2.6] PARTS INVENTORY

Each copy of Desert Fox should contain the following game parts:

One 22" x 34\" map sheet

One sheet of 200 die-cut cardboard playing pieces

One 16-page rules booklet

Two six-sided dice (not included) are also required for play.

If any parts are missing or damaged, please write to SPI’s Customer Service Department for replacements. SPI can supply replacement parts only in cases of gross manufacturing error or illegibility.

Should you have any difficulty interpreting the rules, please write to SPI, phrasing your questions so that they can be answered by a simple word or phrase. You must enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Write to:

SPI

Rules Questions: Desert Fox

257 Park Avenue South

New York, New York 10010

[3.0] Sequence of Play

GENERAL RULE:

Desert Fox is played in a series of Game-Turns during which the players move their units, engage in combat, and perform other game functions in attempting to attain their game objectives. The players must play each Game-Turn according to a strict sequence. No segment of a turn may be begun until the preceding segment has been completed. The player whose Player-Turn is currently in progress is the Phasing player, while the other player is termed the non-Phasing player. The player whose Player-Turn is first in each Game-Turn is determined by the rules for Initiative (4.0).

CASES:

[3.1] SEQUENCE OUTLINE

A. Initiative Determination Phase

The players determine who will be the first player according to rules Section 4.0, Initiative.

B. First Player-Turn

1. Reinforcement Phase. The Phasing player brings in any reinforcements due him, (5.1), and notes the arrival of any Refit and Air Points he is due. The Axis player, if it is his Player-Turn, uses the Axis Convoy Arrival Table (7.57) to determine his supply reinforcements. The Commonwealth player, if it is his Player-Turn, receives any supply units indicated on the Turn Record Track. Captured Supply Markers are removed from friendly supply units.

2. Air Allocation Phase. The Commonwealth player, if he is the Phasing player,
may send Air Points to Malta (6.3). The Axis player, if he is the Phasing player, may initiate a raid on Malta.

3. Initial Movement Phase. The Phasing player determines which of his units are in General Supply (7.0). He may then move his units within the restrictions of rules Section 8.0, Movement. Supply units may be expended to provide motorized units with General Supply. Enemy units may be overrun (8.3).

4. First Enemy Reaction Phase. All eligible non-Phasing units may undertake Reaction Movement according to rules Case 8.4, Reaction. The non-Phasing player may attempt to destroy his own supply units under certain conditions (7.8).

5. First Combat Phase. Phasing units in enemy Zones of Control (ZOC's) must engage non-Phasing units in combat. All attacks are resolved according to rules Section 11.0, Combat.

6. Motorized Movement Phase. The Phasing player determines General Supply for all his units. His motorized units may then move, within the restrictions of the movement rules.

7. Second Enemy Reaction Phase. Non-Phasing motorized units may conduct Reaction Movement.

8. Second Combat Phase. Phasing units attack, as in Phase 5.

9. Refit Phase. Supply Dumps may be converted to Mobile Supply Dumps (MSU's), and vice-versa (7.6). The Phasing player may then refit and rebuild previously affected units. Units may then recover from Disruption results (11.67). The Phasing player may attempt to destroy his own supply units (7.8). The Phasing player rolls for attrition of friendly Unsupplied units (7.32). Random supply expenditure takes place (7.9).

C. Second Player-Turn.

The second player becomes the Phasing player and repeats Phases 1 to 9.

D. Game-Turn Indication Phase

If it is currently the last Game-Turn of the scenario, the game ends. Otherwise the Game-Turn marker is advanced one turn on the Turn Record Track, and a new Game-Turn begins.

[3.2] AXIS INITIAL SURPRISE TURN

The Axis offensive into Cyrenaica in the last few days of March, 1941 caught the Allies completely by surprise. The British had estimated that the Germans would not be ready for desert combat until June, and they had begun to strip their units to reinforce Greece and Syria. A number of special rules reflect this intelligence breakdown. These rules apply only to Game-Turn 1 (except rule 5):

1. The Axis player is automatically the first player (there is no Initiative Phase).

2. Phases 6, 7, and 8 are deleted from the Commonwealth Player-Turn.

3. The Axis player receives no supply units as reinforcements (e.g., he does not consult the Axis Convoy Arrival Table, 7.57).

4. The Commonwealth may not construct fortifications (14.0).

5. Four is added to the Combat Strengths of all Axis units during Game-Turns 1 and 2 for the purposes of Supply Overrun only (7.7).

6. The Commonwealth player may not attempt to destroy his own supply units (7.8).

[4.0] Initiative

GENERAL RULE:

The Initiative procedure is used to determine which player will move first in each Game-Turn. The player with Initiative decides whether he wants to be the first or second player during a turn.

PROCEDURE:

The Axis player rolls the dice. If the roll is within the span (inclusive) indicated for the Game-Turn on the Initiative portion of the Turn Record Track, the Axis player has Initiative. If the roll is outside the span, the Commonwealth player has the Initiative. The player with the Initiative must choose whether he wishes to be the first or second player.

DETERMINING INITIATIVE

A. The Axis player automatically goes first on Game-Turn 1. He may not choose to be the second player.

B. The Axis player automatically has the Initiative on Game-Turn 2. He may choose to be either the first or second player.

C. Initiative is determined each Game-Turn and never carries over from one turn to the next.

[5.0] Reinforcements

GENERAL RULE:

There are three types of reinforcements: Refit and Air Points and supply units arrive when indicated on the Turn Record Track, and land units reinforcements arrive as indicated on the players' reinforcement schedules (5.17 and 5.18). Once in play, reinforcements function exactly like any other units. Note that the Commonwealth player must occasionally withdraw units as indicated on his schedule.

PROCEDURE:

Any land units that the Phasing player is due in a Reinforcement Phase are placed in any hex, not in an enemy ZOC (10.0), that is within two hexes of Alexandria (E2324) for Commonwealth units, or within two hexes of El Agheila (L0701) for Axis units. Any Commonwealth units to be withdrawn are to be moved directly from the map, within the restrictions of 5.2. The Refit/Air Point Track is adjusted to indicate the arrival of Refit or Air Points. Supply reinforcements are deployed in the manner described in Case 7.5.

CASES:

[5.1] REINFORCEMENT ENTRY

[5.11] If all entry hexes are occupied by enemy units or enemy ZOC's, land reinforcements may enter on any land hex on the appropriate side of the map (west edge for the Axis; east edge for the Commonwealth). If all such hexes are blocked by enemy units or enemy ZOC's, any reinforcements due must be delayed. Reinforcements may be delayed voluntarily at the owning player's option.

[5.12] Previously delayed reinforcements may arrive on any turn following the turn they were due to arrive.

[5.13] Reinforcements indicated to arrive in the Refit Box may enter play only via the refit procedure (13.0).

[5.14] Reinforcements are automatically in General Supply until the beginning of Phase 6 of the Player-Turn in which they enter the map.

[5.15] Armor reinforcements always appear at the highest Armor Rating possible, given the turn and the counters available for each unit (13.3). Exception: Previously withdrawn Commonwealth armor units return to play with the Armor Rating at which they were withdrawn.

[5.16] Air and Refit Point reinforcements for both players are listed on the Turn Record Track.

[5.17] Commonwealth Reinforcement/Withdrawal Schedule

See charts and tables.

[5.18] Axis Reinforcement Schedule

See charts and tables.

[5.2] COMMONWEALTH WITHDRAWALS

At various times during the game, the Commonwealth Reinforcement/Withdrawal Schedule indicates that the Commonwealth player must withdraw certain units. All withdrawals must be made during the Commonwealth player's Reinforcement Phase.

[5.21] A unit is available for withdrawal if it is currently in General Supply (i.e., does not have an Out of Supply marker), is on the game-map, and can trace a line of communications (13.2) to Alexandria (E2324) or Tobruk (L3329). If a unit designated for withdrawal meets all these criteria, it must be withdrawn.

[5.22] If a unit designated for withdrawal is not available, another unit must be substituted. The substituted unit must be the same type and have a Combat Strength at least as great as that of the unit named (when the latter is undepleted). Morale, Movement Allowance and artillery capacity (for Commonwealth heavy weapons units) are irrelevant. Note that two or more units may be substituted for a single withdrawal to achieve a required total Combat Strength. Note also that any armor unit may be substituted for any armor withdrawal, regardless of Armor Rating or Combat Strength.

[5.23] If no unit of the appropriate type and Combat Strength is available to be withdrawn when indicated, no withdrawal takes place and if the North African Campaign scenario (15.2) is being played, the Axis player gains one Victory Point. Inability to withdraw units has no effect on the Race for Tobruk scenario.

[5.24] Withdrawal units are removed from the map and placed in the Withdrawn Units Box. When a unit is substituted for a scheduled withdrawal, the Commonwealth player should check the Withdrawn Units Box to see if there is a specific space in which the
counterface of the scheduled withdrawal is printed. If there is such a space, the substituted unit is placed in it. This procedure is used to keep track of substituted units when a scheduled withdrawal is due to reappear later in the game as a reinforcement (5.25).

[5.25] If a substitution is made for a withdrawal, the substituted unit is returned to play when the original unit is due to return. A unit withdrawn in Defeated status returns in Defeated status, although any Disruption results are removed. If no unit is withdrawn or substituted for a scheduled withdrawal, no unit returns if the scheduled unit withdrawal is later due to return to play.

[5.26] Incoming reinforcements may be used as substitutes for a scheduled withdrawal on the Phase of their arrival.

[5.27] The Commonwealth player may voluntarily withdraw a unit before its withdrawal is required by his schedule.

[5.28] A withdrawn arm unit that later returns to the map, returns with the Armor Rating at which it was withdrawn.

[6.0] Air Support

GENERAL RULE:
Players receive Air Points as indicated on the Turn Record Track. Air Points may be used to support attacks and defense. The Commonwealth player may also assign Air Points to Malta to reduce the number of Mobile Supply Units (MSU's) the Axis player receives each turn, and the Axis player may use his Air Points to raid Malta.

CASES:

[6.1] AIR POINTS
Each Reinforcement Phase, the Phasing player receives the number of Air Points indicated on the Turn Record Track. These Points are used in all the ensuing Player-Turns until they are eliminated. Players should keep track of available Air Points on the Refit/Air Point Track.

[6.2] USES OF AIR POINTS
[6.21] Air Points may be used once each Player-Turn until they are eliminated (6.22 and 6.3).

[6.22] Immediately before the die is rolled for any combat, the players must decide how many Air Points (if any) they wish to use in the combat. The attacking player must announce whether he is allocating any Air Points before the defending player must make his decision. Each Air Point allocated to combat functions exactly like one friendly artillery unit (12.1). Air Points may only assist friendly units in combat; they may not attack by themselves.

[6.23] Whenever the final column on the Combat Results Table (11.8) determined for a combat (before any shifts for Air Points, artillery or naval bombardment) is accompanied by an A, each player loses one of any Air Points he has allocated to the combat.

[6.24] The Commonwealth player may assign Air Points to Malta, while the Axis player may use his Air Points to raid Malta. Air Points at Malta may not be used to influence combat, and those used to raid may not be used to influence combat during the Player-Turn of the raid.

[6.3] MALTA
The Commonwealth used the strategic island of Malta as an air base from which to harass Axis convoys. Several times during the North African Campaign the Axis attempted to bomb Malta into oblivion; they never completely succeeded, although they did wreak fearful damage.

[6.31] The Commonwealth player may assign one or two Air Points to Malta in any Commonwealth Air Allocation Phase by removing the points from the Refit/Air Point Track, adjusting the Commonwealth Air at Malta Track. A maximum of two Air Points may be at Malta at one time.

[6.32] The Axis player must add the number of Air Points at Malta to his rolls on the Axis Convoy Arrival Table (7.57).

[6.33] The Axis player may attempt to reduce the number of Air Points at Malta by launching a bombing raid on Malta. In any friendly Air Allocation Phase the Axis player may announce a raid, stating how many Air Points are participating, up to a maximum of three. For every Air Point over one allocated to a raid, one Axis bump within three hexes of L0701, Tobruk, or Benghazi (L2306) must be expended (removed from the map). A bump may not be used if it is within five hexes of an enemy combat unit, however. A raid may not be announced unless the appropriate number of bumped are eligible for expenditure.

[6.34] Once the appropriate number of bumps for a raid have been expended, the Axis player rolls a die and consults the Raid on Malta Table (6.37). The result on the Table will be given in terms of Axis and Commonwealth Air Points lost. Lost Commonwealth Air Points must be removed from the Air-at-Malta Track. If the Raid on Malta Table indicates that more Air Points are lost than are present at Malta, the excess loss is ignored. Commonwealth Air Points which are not at Malta are never affected by a raid.

[6.35] Only one raid on Malta may be conducted each turn.

[6.36] Commonwealth Air Points allocated to Malta may not be reassigned to the Refit/Air Point Track.

[6.37] Raid on Malta Table
See charts and tables.

[7.0] Supply

GENERAL RULE:
Combat units must be in supply to function efficiently. There are two types of supply: General Supply and Combat Supply. General Supply primarily affects a unit's ability to move, while Combat Supply affects a unit's combat ability. Supply is provided by permanent supply sources and by supply units (mobile supply units and dumps). A combat unit must be within specific ranges of permanent supply sources or eligible supply units to draw supply from them. Commonwealth supply units arrive as constant reinforcements; Axis supply units arrive as indicated by the Axis Convoy Arrival Table (7.57).

Supply units can be captured or destroyed. A summary of supply sources and capacities is provided (see charts and tables) which conveys the information in this Section. The player should refer to this summary while reading this Section.

PROCEDURE:
At the beginning of each friendly Movement Phase, the Phasing player determines whether each friendly unit is in General Supply, by tracing a supply path from the unit to a friendly supply source or unit. A unit that is out of General Supply has an Out of General Supply Marker placed on it, and such units are removed from units which were unsupplied but have returned to a supplied status. A unit is in General Supply at all times, except when it carries an Out of General Supply marker. Combat Supply is determined at the instant before each combat is resolved.

CASES:

[7.1] TRACING SUPPLY LINES
In order to be in supply, a combat unit must be able to trace a supply line to a friendly dump or supply source. Supply lines are traced as if a motorized unit were moving from the hex occupied by the unit whose supply status is being checked to the hex occupied by the supply unit or source to which the supply line leads. A supply line must be free of enemy units and enemy ZOC's, and it may not pass into or through terrain impassable to motorized units.

[7.11] Dumps and other friendly supply sources of supply to units within a radius of 12 motorized Movement Points. Mobile Supply Units (MSU's) can supply units within a radius of 6 motorized Movement Points, providing that the MSU itself can trace a supply line to a friendly dump, to a supply source, or to another friendly MSU which can itself trace a line of supply to a dump or supply source. Supply lines may be traced through a chain of any number of MSU's so long as the chain is unbroken by enemy units, enemy ZOC's, and impassable terrain, and the chain eventually ends up at a dump or other friendly supply source. Example: A unit is within 5 motorized Movement Points of an MSU which is itself within 6 motorized Movement Points of another friendly MSU; this second MSU is within 12 motorized Movement Points of a friendly dump; the unit can therefore trace supply to the first MSU. MSU's may never be used for supply unless they can trace a supply line back to a friendly dump or other supply source.

[7.12] Friendly units negate enemy ZOC's for purposes of tracing supply lines.

[7.13] The ZOC (10.0) of any unit occupying Tobruk extends two hexes from that city for purposes of blocking enemy supply lines. This extended ZOC is negated if an enemy combat unit is adjacent to Tobruk, however; see 10.14.

[7.14] No more than 10 Stacking Points (9.0) of motorized units may ever trace General Supply to any one dump during any given Phase, nor may more than 10 Stacking Points worth of motorized units ever use any one MSU in a supply line during any one
Movement Phase. Other supply sources are unaffected by this limitation. The number of non-motorized Stacking Points that may trace General Supply to or through a supply unit is unrestricted. If more than 5 Stacking Points worth of motorized units trace General Supply to any one friendly dump during a Movement Phase, that dump is expended (removed from the map) at the end of that Phase. If more than 3 Stacking Points worth of motorized units use any one MSU in a supply line during a Movement Phase, that MSU is expended at the end of the Phase. See 7.16, however.

[7.15] No more than 5 Stacking Points may trace Combat Supply to any one friendly dump during any given Phase, nor may more than 5 attacking Stacking Points trace Combat Supply through an MSU in any one Phase. Any number of defending units may use a dump or MSU for Combat Supply. There is no limitation on the amount of Combat Supply that may be drawn for either attack or defense from L0701, Alexandria, or Tobruk, or from eligible rail hexes. If more than 3 attacking or 6 defending Stacking Points trace Combat Supply to a given dump during the course of a Combat Phase, that dump is expended at the end of the Phase. If more than 3 attacking or 6 defending Stacking Points trace Combat Supply through a given MSU in a particular Combat Phase, that MSU is expended at the end of the Phase. Note that, for purposes of Combat Supply, if three or more units worth 0 Stacking Points participate in the same attack, they are treated collectively as a 1 Stacking Point unit. See 7.16, however.

[7.16] During a given Phase, no more than 2 MSU's may be expended because of 7.14 or 7.15. If more than 2 MSU's have supply traced through them which would indicate that they are being defended, the owning player may choose which 2 MSU's are expended. For example, if 9 Stacking Points worth of motorized units traced General Supply through a chain of 5 MSU's at L0701, only 2 of the MSU's would be expended. Note that this Case refers only to MSU's; any number of dumps may be expended in a Phase.

[7.17] A unit worth 2 or more Stacking Points (also, see 12.17) may trace General and Combat Supply to more than one supply source, exactly as if it were several units of 1 Stacking Point each. When supply is determined, however, the entire unit is Out of Supply if any part of it cannot trace supply.

[7.18] A player can always choose not to provide General or Combat Supply to any of his units.

[7.2] SUPPLY SOURCES AND UNITS

[7.21] MSU's are motorized units without Zones of Control. MSU's are always automatically in General and Combat Supply.

[7.22] Dumps have no Zones of Control and may not move. Each dump has a Stacking Point Value of 0; however, a hex may be occupied by no more than one dump at the end of a Phase. Each dump has a supply radius of 12 motorized Movement Points. Dumps are supply sources and, unlike MSU's, have no need to trace to another supply source in order to provide supply. Dumps are always automatically in General and Combat Supply.

[7.23] Alexandria and Tobruk are permanent supply sources for Commonwealth units so long as a Commonwealth unit was the last to enter them. The supply capacity of these hexes may never be destroyed or depleted, although it may be temporarily suspended if the cities are captured. In addition, any rail hex which can trace a continuous line of completed rail hexes to Alexandria or Tobruk uninterrupted by Axis units or ZOC's serves as an undepletable supply source for Commonwealth units. Hex L0701 is a permanent supply source for Axis units, although its capacity is temporarily suspended if the last unit to enter it was a Commonwealth unit.

[7.24] Any oasis hex occupied by a combat unit with a Stacking Point value of 1 or greater can provide General Supply to friendly non-motorized units within 12 motorized Movement Points. MSU's may not extend the supply radius of an oasis. Oases may never provide Combat Supply, nor General Supply to motorized units.

[7.25] Bardia (E2103) provides unlimited General Supply to all Commonwealth units within a radius of 12 motorized Movement Points if occupied by any Commonwealth combat unit with a Stacking Point Value of 1 or greater. MSU's cannot extend this radius.

[7.26] Dumps and MSU's are never affected by any combat results unless they are alone in a hex. If a dump or MSU is alone in a hex and suffers any combat result, it is eliminated. A player may not initiate attacks against friendly supply units.

[7.3] EFFECTS OF SUPPLY

There are two types of supply: General and Combat Supply. Each has a different function and is independent of the other. It is entirely possible for a unit to be Out of General Supply and in Combat Supply.

[7.31] Units which are not in General Supply at the beginning of a friendly Movement Phase are denoted by Out of General Supply markers. A unit's General Supply status changes only at the beginning of a friendly Movement Phase.

[7.32] Each friendly Reif Phase, the Phasing player rolls a die once for each of his units which has an Out of General Supply marker. If a roll is less than or equal to the unit's current Morale Rating, the unit rolled for suffers depletion.

[7.33] Motorized units which are out of General Supply may move only one hex (exceeding a maximum of four Movement Points to do so) in any friendly Movement Phase. The Movement Allowances of non-motorized units which are out of General Supply are halved (round down). Units of any type which are out of General Supply have no ZOC and may not use Reaction Movement.

[7.34] Every unit participating in any combat must trace Combat Supply to function at full Combat Strength. If a defending unit cannot trace Combat Supply, its Combat Strength is halved (round down), and 1 is added to its Morale Rating for purposes of determining the effects of the combat. The Combat Strengths of attacking units are halved (round down) if they are out of Combat Supply; in addition, units attacking while out of Combat Supply suffer disruption in addition to any other results. This additional disruption is applied after all results against the defending force, but before other results against the attacking force. Any reductions of Combat Strength are conducted individually for each unit before the Combat Strengths of the units in a force are totalled. Flak and artillery-type units lose their special combat bonuses (12.0) when they are out of Combat Supply.

[7.35] A unit suffers no penalties for being out of General Supply at the instant of combat.

[7.4] EMERGENCY SUPPLY

A unit with a Morale Rating of 1 may use emergency supply if stacked with a friendly dump at the beginning of a friendly Movement Phase. An Emergency Supply marker is placed on the unit, and the dump with which it is stacked is expended.

[7.41] A unit under emergency supply is in General and Combat Supply until the beginning of the next Initial Movement Phase (at which point the Emergency Supply marker is removed, and the unit will have to trace supply normally). A unit can temporarily be marked Emergency Supply.

[7.42] Only one unit may gain emergency supply when a given dump is expended.

[7.43] Emergency supply is determined before General Supply, so dumps expended for emergency supply cannot provide General Supply.

[7.5] AVAILABILITY OF SUPPLY UNITS

[7.51] At the beginning of each friendly Reinforcement Phase, the Commonwealth player receives in Alexandria the number of MSU's indicated for the turn on the Turn Record Track.

[7.52] Each friendly Reinforcement Phase following Game-Turn 1, the Axis player rolls two dice. The number of Commonwealth Air Points at Malta (6.3) is added to the roll, which is then checked against the Axis Convoy Arrival Table (7.57) to determine the number of MSU's the Axis player receives that Phase. One MSU from this number may be brought in at either Tobruk or Benghazii (12.205) if an Axis unit was the last to enter the hex the MSU is brought in on. All remaining MSU's must be brought in at L0701. The Axis player can always choose to bring in all MSU's at L0701 rather than send one to Benghazii or Tobruk.

[7.53] No MSU's may be brought into L0701 or Alexandria when enemy-occupied, and any MSU's that would have been brought in are permanently lost. One Axis supply unit may still be brought in at Benghazii or Tobruk if L0701 is enemy-occupied.

[7.54] If the players need more supply counters than are provided, they may make additional ones. The number provided does not constitute a design limit.

[7.55] From Game-Turn 9 to Game-Turn 14 (inclusive), subtract 1 from the Axis roll on the Axis Convoy Arrival Table. From turn 15 on, add 1 to the roll (instead of subtracting).

[7.56] Whenever an Axis unit enters Tobruk as a result of advance combat (11.69),
an Axis dump is immediately placed in Tobruk or in any adjacent hex of the Axis player's choice (9.26). Supply may be drawn from this dump immediately (i.e., no Captured Supply marker should be placed on it; 7.75 does not apply).

[7.57] Axis Convoy Arrival Table
See charts and tables.

[7.6] MSU/DUMP CONVERSION
A player may convert any number of friendly supply units from MSU's to dumps (or vice-versa) at the beginning of his Refit Phase. To indicate such a conversion, simply flip a supply unit over to its alternate status.

[7.7] SUPPLY OVERRUN
Supply units may be overrun in either of two ways: the normal overrun procedure (8.3) or supply overrun, which has fewer restrictions. [7.71] For purposes of overrun (and combat), any number of supply units stacked together in the absence of combat units are considered to have a total Combat Strength of 1. Note that a supply unit has a Combat Strength of 0 when stacked with friendly combat units.

[7.72] If the conditions for an ordinary overrun are fulfilled, motorized units may overrun enemy supply units. If a supply unit is overrun via the normal overrun procedure, the Phasing player rolls a die once for each overrun enemy supply unit. On a 1, 2, or 3, the supply unit is captured (7.74). On a 4, 5, or 6 it is eliminated. A player may voluntarily destroy an enemy supply unit rather than try to capture it.

[7.73] Supply units stacked with combat units which are overrun are treated as if they themselves were overrun, as per 7.72. Note that the supply overrun procedure (7.74) may not be used against supply units which are stacked with combat units. Only the normal overrun procedure (8.3) may be used against such a stack.

[7.74] In order to conduct supply overrun, a unit or stack must be in General Supply, and must be able to expend one Movement Point in addition to the Movement Points to enter the supply unit's hex. A unit need not be motorized to conduct a supply overrun. When conducting a supply overrun, the phasing player rolls a die (when the overrunning units are adjacent to, but have not entered the supply unit's hex), if the roll is less than or equal to the number of overrunning Combat Strength Points, the overrunning units enter the hex occupied by the supply unit. The Phasing player then rolls another die for each enemy supply unit in the hex, capturing it on a 1, 2, or 3, and destroying it on a 4, 5, or 6. A player may choose to destroy a supply unit rather than roll to capture it. Captured supply units are replaced by friendly supply units in the same state (MSU or dump). If the initial roll for the supply overrun is greater than the number of overrunning Combat Strength Points, the overrunning units suffer a 3d result (11.6), do not enter the supply unit's hex, and must cease all movement for the remainder of the Phase. Supply units may not be overrun in this man- ner if they are in a friendly ZOC which cannot be infiltrated (10.3), or if they are stacked with friendly units.

[7.75] Captured supply units may not be moved, converted from their status as an MSU or dump, or used in any way for supply purposes until the beginning of the next friendly Reinforcement Phase. Use Captured Supply markers to denote such temporarily incapacitated supply units.

[7.76] Four is added to the Combat Strengths of Axis units executing supply overruns (7.74) against Commonwealth supply units during Game-Turns 1 and 2.

[7.77] If a friendly unit advances after combat (11.69) into a hex occupied by an enemy supply unit, the advancing units are considered to have performed a successful supply overrun against the supply units, and the Phasing player may roll to capture the supply units, as per 7.74.

[7.78] Supply overrun may not be conducted against supply units in city, mountain, or fortified hexes.

[7.8] DESTROYING SUPPLY UNITS
[7.81] In any friendly Refit Phase, the Phasing player may automatically destroy any friendly dump or MSU that is stacked with a friendly combat unit.

[7.82] If a combat unit begins a friendly Reaction Phase on the same hex as a friendly supply unit, it may attempt to destroy that unit. Unlike 7.81, this attempt is not automatic. The owning player rolls a die; on a 1-3 the supply unit is destroyed; otherwise there is no effect, and no further attempt may be made to destroy that unit for the remainder of the Phase. A unit may only attempt the destruction of one supply unit in a given Phase, and may not conduct Reaction Movement in a Reaction Phase in which it attempts destruction of a supply unit. Only motorized units may attempt to destroy dumps during the second Reaction Phase.

[7.9] SUPPLY ATTRITION
At the end of each friendly Refit Phase, the Phasing player must roll the die once for each friendly dump which cannot trace a line of communication (13.2) back to L0701 (Axis), or Tobruk or Alexandria (Commonwealth). If a dump cannot trace an appropriate line of communications, it is destroyed on a roll of 1, 2, or 3. Dumps which can trace lines of communication will never be destroyed in this manner. MSU's converted to dumps in a Refit Phase must be rolled for in the same Phase if they cannot trace the appropriate line of communication.

[8.0] Movement

GENERAL RULE:
During a Movement Phase, the Phasing player may move any or all of his units which are capable of moving. Units may be moved in any direction or combination of directions, limited only by their Movement Allowances, (expressed in Movement Points, which must be expended to enter terrain), the terrain, and the provisions of this Section. Each unit or stack of units is moved one at a time, and must complete its movement before another unit or stack may move. Overruns take place during a Movement Phase. No combat may occur during a Movement Phase. The Commonwealth player may speed the movement of his units by using rail and sea transport.

PROCEDURE:
Units and stacks are moved one at a time, tracing a path of contiguous hexes through the hexgrid. As a unit enters a hex or crosses certain hexides it must expend a portion of its Movement Allowance. The Movement Point costs to enter or cross each type of terrain are listed in the Terrain Effects Chart (8.29).

CASES:

[8.1] MOTORIZATION
For movement purposes, there are two types of unit in the game: motorized units and non-motorized units. Non-motorized units are designated by a horizontal stripe across their counter; all units without such a stripe are motorized. Note that MSU's are motorized.

[8.11] The Movement Point costs to enter or cross various terrain features are different for motorized and non-motorized units. Consult the Terrain Effects Chart (8.29) for proper costs and differences.

[8.12] Motorized units may move in both Movement Phases and may react in both friendly Reaction Phases. Exception: MSU's may never react under any circumstances.

[8.13] Non-motorized units may move only in the friendly Initial Phase of their Player-Turn, and in the first Reaction Phase each enemy Player-Turn. Note that non-motorized units may engage in combat in both the first and second Combat Phases.

[8.14] Motorized units may not enter marsh or sand hexes, or cross escarpment hexes, except by moving along a road or track, or by rail movement (8.6).

[8.2] RESTRICTIONS ON MOVEMENT
[8.21] Movement may never take place out of sequence; players may move friendly units only during friendly Movement or Reaction Phases.

[8.22] A unit may never expend more Movement Points than its Movement Allowance during any one Phase. The expenditure of Movement Points during one Phase does not affect a unit's Movement Allowance during any other Phase. A unit may move only once during a given Phase, however.

[8.23] A unit must be in General Supply to move its full Movement Allowance; otherwise its movement is severely restricted (7.33).

[8.24] A friendly unit may never enter a hex containing enemy combat units unless it is capable of overrunning the units (8.3), nor may it enter a hex containing enemy supply units unless it succeeds in a normal or supply overrun (7.7). Except for stacking limitations (9.2), friendly units do not affect the movement of other friendly units.

[8.25] Whenever there is more than one terrain type in a hex, the greatest Movement Point cost of the terrain types is used. Exception: The Movement Point cost to move along a road, trail, or rail line (when using rail movement) may always be used in place of any other terrain in a hex.
[8.26] A unit must stop immediately upon entering an enemy Zone of Control (ZOC); it may move no further that Phase unless it is capable of infiltration (10.3). A unit that begins a Movement or Reaction Phase in an enemy ZOC may leave that enemy-controlled hex so long as it does not move directly into another enemy-controlled hex (except through infiltration). It must first move to another hex which is not enemy controlled.

[8.27] Any number of friendly units that begin a Movement or Reaction Phase in the same hex may move together so long as the lowest Movement Allowance among the units is not exceeded and the units end the Phase in the same hex. Once one group of units has begun movement, it must complete its movement before any other friendly unit may move.

[8.28] Units may never voluntarily or involuntarily move off the game-map.

[8.29] Terrain Effects Chart
See charts and tables.

[8.3] OVERRUN
During a friendly Movement Phase, a player may encounter an enemy unit that is so weak that he may eliminate it in passing. Such an elimination is termed an overrun and is treated as part of movement rather than combat. To conduct an overrun, a player moves a unit or groups of units directly into an enemy-occupied hex, eliminating the enemy unit, which is automatically placed in the Destroyed Units Box (13.2).

[8.31] A unit or stack may continue to move after completing an overrun.

[8.32] Only motorized units may conduct normal overruns; non-motorized units may conduct only supply overruns (7.7). All overruns occur during Movement Phases; they may not take place during a Reaction Phase.

[8.33] A unit must be in General Supply to conduct an overrun.

[8.34] An overturning unit must pay the normal terrain cost to enter the enemy-occupied hex, plus 2 additional Movement Points. Note that an overturning unit must pay the normal Movement Point cost for entering the overrunning unit's ZOC (if any) when it first moves adjacent to the enemy unit. A unit may not participate in an overrun if it has insufficient Movement Points.

[8.35] A unit or stack must have at least a 1:1 or superior over an enemy unit or stack to conduct an overrun against it. The total Combat Strength of the forces are calculated normally (11.0). The supply status of the defending unit (7.3), combined arms effects (11.4), and anti-tank effects (12.2) are ignored when calculating the ratio for an overrun. See 8.39, however.

[8.36] A unit in a mountain, city, or fortified (14.0) hex may never be overrun.

[8.37] If a unit about to be overrun would normally be capable of Reaction in the upcoming Reaction Phase, it may react rather than be overrun. Such reaction is conducted (according to the rules for Reaction Movement, 8.4) immediately following the Phasing player's declaration of the overrun, but before the Phasing units enter the hex of the overrun or expend the two extra Movement Points for the overrun. A unit may react before an overrun only if the non-Phasing unit has a Movement Allowance greater than that of the fastest overrunning unit. If a unit does react to avoid overrun, it may not react in the following Reaction Phase, nor may it react before another overrun during the current enemy Movement Phase.

[8.38] A non-Phasing unit that is in the ZOC of another friendly unit may not be overrun unless the friendly unit's ZOC is subject to infiltration by the overrunning unit or stack. Hexside effects (11.37) are included when determining the Combat Strength of an overrunning force (e.g., 18 Combat Strength Points would be needed to overrun a unit with a Combat Strength of 1 if the overrunning force enters the hex of the overrun through a Wadi hexside). Example:

[8.43] A unit may move adjacent to an enemy unit in a Reaction Phase only if that enemy unit is already in a friendly ZOC.

[8.44] Non-motorized units may never react more than one hex.

[8.45] Movement Points expended on Reaction do not affect a unit's Movement Allowance at any later point.

[8.46] At the end of each Reaction Phase, the non-Phasing player must roll a die once for each of his units which reacted. If a roll is less than the unit's Morale Rating, the unit is immediately disrupted (11.66). Note that units with a Morale Rating of 1 will never be disrupted by reaction movement.

[8.47] Reacting units may leave enemy ZOC's if they begin a Reaction Phase in them, but they may never move directly from one enemy ZOC to another. They may not infiltrate (10.3). Reacting units may enter enemy ZOC's under certain conditions (see 8.43).

[8.48] Reacting units may not conduct overruns or supply overruns.

[8.5] COMMONWEALTH NAVAL TRANSPORT
Beginning on Game-Turn 2, the Commonwealth player can transport units between Alexandria and Tobruk, so long as he controls (was the last player to have a unit in) both cities. He also has a limited transport capacity between Bardia and Alexandria if both of these cities are in his control. Units transported by naval movement are simply picked up and placed at their destination.

[8.51] Each friendly Movement Phase, the Commonwealth player may transport one unit or stacking Point (whichever is greater) between Tobruk and Alexandria. This capacity may be used in both directions in a single Phase, MSU's count as one unit for this purpose. To be transported, a unit must begin a Movement Phase in Alexandria or Tobruk and may not move during the Phase.

[8.52] In any friendly Movement Phase in which the Commonwealth player does not use his transport capacity between Alexandria and Tobruk, he may transport one MSU from Alexandria to Tobruk or from Bardia to Alexandria (but not both).

[8.53] Non-motorized units may not use naval transport in the motorized Movement Phase.

[8.54] Dumps and disrupted units may not use naval transport.

[8.6] RAIL MOVEMENT
At the start of the game, there is a railroad between Alexandria and Mersa Matruh (E2118). The railroad may be extended from Mersa Matruh as far as Tobruk, along the line indicated on the map (only). The railroad may be used by the Commonwealth player to transport units, and as a funnel for supply.

[8.61] During each friendly Movement Phase, the Commonwealth player can use the railroad to transport one unit or Stacking Point (whichever is greater) in each direction along the railroad, so long as no units transport units from an enemy-occupied hex or ZOC, and each rail hex used can trace a line of communication (13.2) back to Alexandria or Tobruk through contiguous rail hexes. An
MSU counts as one unit for purposes of rail movement.

[8.62] A unit must expend a total of 3 Movement Points to use rail movement, regardless of the distance travelled by rail.

[8.63] Non-motorized units may not use rail movement during the Motorized Movement Phase.

[8.64] The Commonwealth player may extend the railroad west from Mersa Matruh by placing an MSU in the uncompleted rail hex adjacent to the last completed rail hex. At the end of any Movement Phase in which the MSU has not moved, its hex and one contiguous rail hex become completed and may be used as part of the railroad. Advance the Railroad marker to indicate the last completed hex. The MSU is not expended. Only unfinished rail hexes printed on the map may be completed. The railroad may never be extended more than two hexes during one Movement Phase.

[8.65] Rail hexes may never be destroyed. Capture by Axis units has no effect other than to temporarily deny the Commonwealth player use of the hex.

[8.66] Any completed rail hex that can trace a line of communication (13.2) to Alexandria or Tobruk along contiguous rail hexes is an undeletable Commonwealth supply source (7.13).

[8.67] Axis units may never use the railroad in any way.

[8.68] A unit need not begin nor end its movement on a rail hex to utilize rail movement.

[8.69] A unit may begin rail movement or end rail movement in any completed rail hex (it need not move all the way to Alexandria or the other terminus of the railroad).

[8.7] FORCED MARCH

A unit’s Movement Allowance may be doubled, at some hazard to the unit, through the use of forced marches.

[8.71] Only non-disrupted combat units with non-parenthesized Combat Strengths in General Supply which do not begin a Movement Phase in a hex adjacent to an enemy unit may employ forced march.

[8.72] Forced marches may not be made during a Reaction Phase.

[8.73] A unit undertaking forced march may not move adjacent to any enemy unit at any time during its movement.

[8.74] Commonwealth units undertaking forced march may not end their Movement Phase in a hex from which they cannot trace General Supply unless they are using Emergency Supply (7.4).

[8.75] Regardless of a unit’s basic Movement Allowance, its Movement Allowance can never be increased above 40 by forced march. Thus, all units with a basic Movement Allowance of 20 and above will have a Movement Allowance of 40 when using forced march.

[8.76] At the end of any Phase in which a unit has used forced march, the unit is automatically rerolled. In addition, at the end of each Friendly Movement Phase the Phasing player must roll the dice for each friendly unit that used forced march. If the roll is less than or equal to the unit’s Morale Rating, the unit is depleted.

[9.0] STACKING

CASES:

[9.1] STACKING POINTS

Every unit has a Stacking Point Value (see 2.21). The number of friendly Stacking Points that may end a Movement or Reaction Phase in a given hex is limited.

[9.2] STACKING RESTRICTIONS

[9.21] A unit’s Stacking Point Value is constant throughout the game.

[9.22] No more than 6 Stacking Points may end a Movement or Reaction Phase in a non-city hex.

[9.23] Up to 9 Stacking Points may end a Movement or Reaction Phase in a city hex.

[9.24] There are no restrictions as to the number of 0 Stacking Point units, MSU’s, and informational markers that may stack in a hex (Exception: 9.26).

[9.25] Stacking limits apply only at the end of a Movement or Reaction Phase (or Refit Phase, for pulls). If a friendly player finds that enemy units are overstacked, the friendly player may remove the excess units, placing them in the Refit Box.

[9.26] Dumps have a Stacking Point Value of 0, but no more than one dump may ever end a Movement, Reaction, or Refit Phase in a given hex.

[10.0] ZONES OF CONTROL

GENERAL RULE:

The six hexes surrounding the hex a unit occupies constitute that unit’s Zone of Control (ZOC). Hexes in a unit’s ZOC are called controlled hexes. The presence of an enemy ZOC may affect movement, precipitate combat, interdict supply, and block friendly retreats. Certain units have no ZOC’s. ZOC’s do not extend through or into certain types of terrain.

CASES:

[10.1] WHICH UNITS EXERT ZOC’S

[10.11] Each combat unit exerts a ZOC except units with parenthesized Combat Strengths, disrupted units, units which are out of General Supply, and 0 Stacking Point units.

[10.12] A ZOC extends into and through all types of terrain, with the following exceptions:

1. A ZOC never extends through escarpment hexes.

2. A ZOC never extends into a city; a ZOC does extend out from a city, however.

3. A unit’s ZOC does not extend into or through any type of terrain into or through which the unit could not move.

4. The ZOC of a pure armor or reconnaissance unit does not extend into mountain hexes.

[10.13] For purposes of 10.12, 3 and 4, a ZOC does extend along roads. Thus, if a unit could enter a hex through a road hexside, that unit’s ZOC extends across all road hexsides leading into the hex.

[10.14] If Tobruk is occupied by a combat unit that would normally exert a ZOC, that unit’s ZOC extends two hexes out from Tobruk for purposes of blocking supply lines (7.1). The extended ZOC affects supply lines only. If an enemy combat unit is adjacent to Tobruk, however, friendly units lose this extended ZOC.

[10.15] A hex may be friendly-controlled and enemy-controlled simultaneously. Neither ZOC is affected by the presence of the other.

[10.2] EFFECTS OF ZOC’S

[10.21] A unit entering an enemy ZOC must stop and may move no further than Phase, unless it is capable of infiltration (10.3) or overruns (8.3).

[10.22] A unit expends one extra Movement Point to enter an enemy-controlled hex.

[10.23] A unit which begins a Phase in an enemy ZOC may move out of that ZOC, but may not move directly from one enemy-controlled hex to another enemy-controlled hex, unless it infiltrates (10.3).

[10.24] A unit with parenthesized Combat Strengths may enter an enemy ZOC only if stacked with a unit with a non-parenthesized Combat Strength, or if entering a hex already occupied by such a unit.

[10.25] Enemy ZOC’s block supply lines (7.1) and retreat paths (11.62). If a friendly combat unit is in an enemy-controlled hex, supply lines may be traced into or through that hex without consideration for the ZOC.

The presence of friendly combat units does not negate enemy ZOC’s for purposes of movement or retreat, however.

[10.26] A friendly combat unit in an enemy-controlled hex at the beginning of a friendly Combat Phase must engage some enemy unit in combat. Each enemy unit exerting a ZOC on a friendly combat unit at the beginning of a friendly Combat Phase must be attacked by some friendly unit. Supply units may never attack.

[10.27] No form of supply may be traced to or through a supply unit in an enemy ZOC unless that supply unit is stacked with one or more friendly combat units.

[10.3] INFILTRATION

A hex containing a ZOC exerted by 1 Stacking Point of non-motorized units can be infiltrated. Zones of Control exerted by motorized units or by 2 or more Stacking Points worth of non-motorized units cannot be infiltrated. If a hex can be infiltrated, friendly motorized combat units may enter and exit the ZOC, and/or move directly into another ZOC. A motorized unit need not cease movement when entering a ZOC that can be infiltrated. Each time a motorized unit leaves such a ZOC and moves directly into another enemy ZOC, it must expend one additional Movement Point. Supply units and combat units with parenthesized Combat Strengths may infiltrate only if they are moving with units that could normally infiltrate by themselves.
[11.0] Combat

GENERAL RULE:
A Phasing unit that is in an enemy-controlled hex at the beginning of a friendly Combat Phase must take part in some combat during that Phase. Each enemy unit that exerts a ZOC on adjacent friendly units at the beginning of a friendly Combat Phase must be attacked during the ensuing Combat Phase. If a friendly unit is adjacent to, but not in the ZOC of an enemy unit, combat may be conducted at the discretion of the Phasing player. The Phasing player is always termed the attacker, and the non-Phasing player the defender, regardless of the overall situation. The outcome of each attack is determined by the Combat Strengths, Morale Ratings, and supply status of the units involved, the terrain of the battle, and a random die-roll. Air support, artillery, anti-tank units, and Commonwealth naval bombardment may also affect the outcome of a battle. Combat results include retreats, disruption, depletion, and elimination.

PROCEDURE:
For each attack, the attacking player determines which enemy units will be attacked by which friendly units. The following steps are then performed:
1. The Combat Strengths of the units involved are determined, taking into account the effects of supply (7.3), combined arms (11.4), disruption (11.66), hexide terrain (11.3), anti-tank units (12.2), and fortifications (14.22).
2. The total modified Combat Strength of the attacking force is divided by the total modified Combat Strength of the defending force to arrive at a combat ratio, which is rounded off (always in favor of the defending player) to the nearest ratio listed on the Combat Results Table (11.8).
3. The attacking player then finds the row at the top of the Combat Results Table corresponding to the terrain in the defender’s hex, and traces across until he finds the combat ratio determined above.
4. Looking down on the column on which the combat ratio was found, he finds a column number.
5. He then rolls a die, and adds the roll to the column number. This total, the adjusted column number, is the number of the column on which the results of the combat may be found.
6. Column shifts are applied (12.1).
7. The adjusted column is cross-indexed with the Morale Rating of each defending unit to find the effects of the combat on that particular unit.
8. The intersection of the adjusted column and the Effects of Attacking Units row determines the effects of the combat on the entire attacking force.

A complete example of the combat procedure is given in Case 11.9.

CASES:
[11.1] COMBAT RESTRICTIONS
[11.11] The Combat Strength of an individual unit may not be split between separate attacks. Similarly, a unit’s Combat Strength is unitary on defense. An attacking unit may not attack half of a defending unit.
[11.12] One attack must be resolved before another may be initiated.
[11.13] ZOC’s do not extend into city hexes, and units in such hexes do not have to attack out of them. If the owning player does choose to have units attack out from a city, not all units in the city need attack, nor need every enemy-occupied hex adjacent to the city be attacked. However, all units in a given hex must be attacked.
[11.14] No unit may attack or be attacked more than once per Phase.
[11.15] A unit with a parenthesized Combat Strength may not add its Combat Strength to friendly attacks. A unit’s parenthesized Combat Strength may be used only when the unit is attacked and is not attacked with a friendly unit with a non-parenthesized Combat Strength. In the latter case, any number of defending units with parentheses Combat Strengths are considered to have a collective total Combat Strength of 1.
[11.16] An attack may not be made at a combat ratio below those listed on column 1. If a unit or stack would be forced to attack at a ratio below the lowest listed for the relevant terrain type, or if all attacking units have parenthesized Combat Strengths, or Combat Strengths rounded down to 0, the attacking units suffer 4D10 results, and the defending force is unaffected. Note that this procedure is not considered an attack for the purposes of 10.26. In other words, an attack may not be conducted at a combat ratio below the minimum on the Combat Results Table if it is possible for the Phasing player to allocate his attacks such that all enemy units which exert ZOC’s on friendly units are attacked at a ratio at or above the minimum listed for the terrain they occupy.
[11.17] Whenever a unit’s Combat Strength is subject to more than one modification, all such effects are cumulative, and are executed for each unit in the order determined by the owning player except where specifically indicated otherwise (e.g., flank effects, 12.2).
[11.18] A defending stack’s Combat Strength can never be reduced below 1. If a defending stack’s Combat Strength would ever be rounded below 1, it is treated as 1.

[11.2] MULTIPLE UNIT AND HEX COMBAT
[11.21] A unit may attack units in more than one adjacent hex.
[11.22] Units in two or more different hexes may combine their Combat Strengths to attack any number of defending hexes, so long as all attacking units are adjacent to all defending units.
[11.23] All defending units in a given hex must be attacked as a single entity, totalling their Combat Strengths. Individual units within a stack may not be singled out for attack.
[11.24] Units attacking from a hex may participate in different attacks.

[11.3] EFFECTS OF TERRAIN ON COMBAT
[11.31] The terrain in the defending units’ hex determines the row used on the Combat Results Table (11.8).
[11.32] If there is more than one terrain type in a hex, the defending player chooses which of the terrain types he will defend in. Similarly, if units are defending in more than one hex, the defending player may choose which of the terrain types present in any of the hexes his force is defending in will be used for the defense, and the attack is resolved using the row of the Combat Results Table corresponding to that terrain type.
[11.33] The Combat Strengths of units attacking across various types of hexside terrain are modified, as per the Hexside Terrain Effects on Combat Chart (11.37). Units attacking across such hexsides have their Combat Strengths modified individually.
[11.34] If only part of a defending force is being attacked across hexside terrain, any units attacking any defending units across hexside terrain are subject to the modifications of 11.37. Example:

It is the beginning of a Commonwealth Combat Phase. The Commonwealth player allocates his attacks as follows: 22/70, Royals Recce, and Polish attack 15 Mech; 9 Aus Hvy Wpns and 4/72 Armz attack II/25 Flak and Sbdw 288 Hvy Wpns. 75pt/7 Mech cannot attack as it is separated from all enemy units by escarpment hexsides. 115 Per Arty need not be attacked because it does not have a ZOC. Polish’s Combat Strength is divided by 3 because of the ridge, and becomes a 1. Royals Recce’s Combat Strength also becomes a 1, (2 ÷ 3, rounded up). 23/70’s Combat Strength remains at 4 as it is not attacking across a ridge. 4/72 Armz’s Combat Strength is 2. 9 Aus Hvy Wpns’ Combat Strength is 1. II/25 Flak’s ability to reduce the Combat Strength of armor units is unaffected by the ridge, and thus 4/72 Armz’s Combat Strength is reduced to 0. Similarly, 9 Aus Hvy Wpns’ artillery capacity is unimpaired by the ridge. If it were an Axis Combat Phase and 115 Mech were attacking Polish 23/70, and Royals Recce, 115 Mech’s Combat Strength would be reduced to 1 because of the ridge, even though 23/70 is not being attacked across a ridge.
[11.35] The effects of fortifications may be used in place of the terrain in the defending units’ hex, at the defending player’s option (14.2).
3. Motorized units may retreat through or into sand sea or marsh hexes only when following a road. Units may retreat into hexes in violation of stacking limits.

4. Units retreating into a stack which is subsequently attacked do not add to the defense of the stack, but do suffer any adverse results, exactly as if they were defending.

5. If a hex becomes overstaked as a result of a retreat, the owning player has until the end of the next Movement Phase to alleviate the situation, or else 9.25 applies.

6. A player may voluntarily have any of his units ignore a 1, 2, or 3 retreat result, and suffer depletion instead (in addition to any other combat results).

7. Units in cities and fortified hexes subtract 3 from any retreat results. Thus 1, 2, and 3 retreat results have no effect against units in such hexes. If a unit's path of retreat leads it through a city, it may end its retreat in the city, and ignore the remainder of the retreat result.

8. When both attacking and defending units receive combat results, all defending units apply their results before any results are applied against the attacking force.

9. Units suffering from depletion are affected in the following ways:
   1. They have half normal Movement Allowances and Combat Strengths (round down individually for each unit).
   2. They may not participate in overruns or supply overruns.
   3. Disrupted anti-tank and artillery-type units lose their special combat abilities (12.0).
   4. They do not have ZOC's.
   5. Additional disruption results are treated as depletions.

10. Disrupted units may not be refit (13.0).

11. A unit's disrupted status should be indicated by the placement of a Disrupted marker on the unit. Disruption markers are removed at the end of any friendly Refit Phase from all units in city hexes. Axis units may treat 1.0701 as a city hex for this purpose. A unit may also be undisrupted if it can trace a supply line during a friendly Refit Phase.

12. A dump is expended if a unit traces supply to it for purposes of removing disruption. All disrupted units which can trace a supply line to a single dump may be undisrupted by its expenditure. Dumps may be expended for purposes of disruption removal in the same Phase as they are converted from MSU's. A unit may not be refit in the same Phase as it recovers from disruption.

13. If a defending hex is vacated as a result of combat, up to six Stacking Points of non-disrupted attacking units may advance into the vacated hex at no cost in Movement Points, and without consideration for enemy ZOC's. The advance must be taken immediately, before proceeding to the next combat. Advance after combat is never mandatory. A unit may never advance more than one hex as a result of combat. Units with parenthesized Combat Strengths may never advance after combat. Defending units may never advance after combat.

14. If a full-strength unit suffers a depletion result, it is flipped over to its reverse (depleted) side. If a depleted unit suffers a depletion result, it is eliminated. Depleted flak and artillery-type units lose their special combat abilities (12.0).

15. Eliminated units are placed in either the Refit Box or the Destroyed Unit's Box (13.2).

16. When an attacking force receives a partial depletion result, one attacking unit of the defending player's choice suffers a depletion result.

17. Whenever any defending unit in a defending force suffers a partial depletion result, any one defending unit of the attacking player's choice that force suffers a depletion result. Regardless of the number of defending units which suffer partial depletion results, only one defending unit may be depleted as a result of all of them.

18. All depletions caused by partial depletion results are performed after any other combat results are applied to a force.

19. Combat Example

It is a Commonwealth Combat Phase. "a" Arty, 25/10 Ind Hvy Wpn's, 22 Arm'd, 44 Hvy Wpn's, and 1/2 Arm'd are all attacking II/5 and 155 Mtd. "d" Arty is not adjacent to enemy units, and thus may not participate in the attack. 25/10 Ind Hvy WPN's Combat Strength is 3. "a" Arty adds nothing to the Combat Strength of the attacking force. 22 Arm'd Combat's Combat Strength is halved because it is not stacked with any infantry-type units (see 11.4, Combined Arms Effects). 1/2 Arm'd attacks at full Combat Strength because it is stacked with 44 Hvy Wpn's. The fact that 1/2 Arm'd is out of General Supply has no effect on its combat ability. 44 Hvy WPN's functions at full Combat Strength (3). The attacking force's total Combat Strength is thus 3 + 4 + 7 + 3 = 17. More than 4 of those Combat Strength points are contributed by armor units, however, so Axis II/5 can use its anti-tank ability (12.0) deduct 4 from the total Combat Strength of the attacking force to yield a total Combat Strength of 13. The defending force has a Combat Strength of 4 (3 + 1). The combat ratio is 13/4 = 3.25, which is rounded (in favor of the defender) to 3:1. The defending force is in clear terrain, so the attack is executed on column 6. The Commonwealth player rolls a 3 on the die. Adding 3 to 6 (the column number derived above),
the Commonwealth player determines that the adjusted column number is 9. The Commonwealth player may add up to 2 to this column as a result of artillery shifts (\("a\) Art'y and 44 Hvy Wpons each contribute an artillery shift, for the purposes of determining shifts on the Axis forces only). Artillery shifts never affect the column on which results against friendly forces are determined. Thus Axis losses will be found on column 11, while Commonwealth losses are found on column 9. Cross-indexing column 11 with each defending unit's Aterial Rating, it is determined that each defending unit suffers a 4d6 result and must reroll 4 hexes and be disrupted. In addition, the attacking player may apply one depletion result (because of the p) against either of the defending units. Cross-indexing column 9 with the Effect on Attacking Units row, it is found that the attacking force suffers a 3 result, and thus the defending player can apply one depletion result against any one of the attacking units.

[12.0] Artillery and Anti-Tank Units

GENERAL RULE:

Flak units and units with type symbols containing dots ("artillery-type units") have special effects on combat, in addition to the normal combat results of their Combat Strengths. Artillery-type units affect the column on which the effects of combat are read, while flak units reduce the Combat Strengths of enemy pure armor units. Note that the terms "flak" and "anti-tank" are used interchangeably.

PROCEDURE:

For each artillery-type unit participating in an attack, 1 is added to the column number of the final column on which the combat results to the defending force are found. For each defending artillery-type unit, 1 is subtracted from the column number of the final column on which the combat results to the attacking force are found. For each flak unit in an attacking force, 2 is subtracted from the total modified Combat Strength of defending armor units. For each defending flak unit, 4 is subtracted from the total Combat Strength of attacking armor units.

CARES:

[12.1] ARTILLERY SHIFTS

[12.11] If, as a result of attacking artillery shifts, the defending force's losses would be determined on a column higher than 17, they are determined on column 17. Similarly, if an attacking force's losses would be evaluated on a column lower than 1, they are determined on column 1. Note that this case applies to shifts due to Air Points (6.0) and naval bombardment (11.5) as well.

[12.12] Note that if neither the attacking or the defending force has artillery shifts, the effects of the combat to the opposing forces will be determined on different columns, even if each force is eligible for an equal number of artillery shifts. Friendly artillery shifts only affect the column on which enemy losses are determined.

[12.13] Artillery-type units may be used in the manner described in this Section only if they are in Combat Supply.

[12.14] A player may choose not to take all the artillery shifts to which he is entitled; he makes this decision after he sees the combat die-roll. In all cases, the attacking player announces the number of shifts he will utilize before the defending player does so.

[12.15] Neither player can ever shift the column on which his opponent's losses are read by more than four columns by any combination of artillery shifts, air support, and/or naval bombardment. All such effects in excess of four shifts are ignored.

[12.16] Disrupted or depleted artillery-type units lose the ability to shift the results of combat.

[12.17] Artillery-type units are considered to have Stacking Point Values of 2 for the purposes of Combat Supply (7.15), so long as they retain their artillery capacity (i.e., when depleted or disrupted they consume only 1 Stacking Point worth of supply).

[12.18] Within the restrictions of 12.15, friendly shifts due to Air Points, artillery, and naval bombardment are all cumulative.

[12.2] FLAK EFFECTS

German anti-aircraft guns (the famed 88's) were used with great effect as anti-tank weapons during the desert campaign. Although the British had guns of equal quality, British doctrine required that "anti-air" guns be used against airplanes, not tanks, despite the guns' effectiveness against the latter. Thus the Germans have the only distinct anti-tank units in the game.

[12.21] Any subtractions to the Combat Strengths of enemy pure armor units because of friendly flak units takes place after all other modifications to the pure armor units' Combat Strengths.

[12.22] Flak units may never be used to subtract more from an enemy force's Combat Strength than the total modified Combat Strength of the pure armor units in the enemy force.

[12.23] Flak units may be used in the manner described in this section only if they are in Combat Supply.

[12.24] Disrupted or depleted flak units lose the ability to reduce the Combat Strength of enemy armor units.

[12.25] Flak units have no effect on the Combat Strengths of attaining armor units.

[13.0] Refit

GENERAL RULE:

Both players receive Refit Points as indicated on the Turn Record Track. These points may be used to rebuild depleted and eliminated friendly units.

PROCEDURE:

To bring a depleted unit up to full-strength, a player finds the unit's type symbol on the Refit Chart (13.26), and spends the indicated number of Refit Points. Eliminated units in the Refit Box may be brought onto the map within two hexes of L0701 (Axis) or Alexandria (Commonwealth) in depleted condition if the owning player expends the number of Refit Points indicated to do so on the Refit Chart. Previously eliminated units may also be brought onto the map at full-strength if the owning player expends the sum of the Refit Points listed for the unit's type in both columns of the Refit Chart.

CARES:

[13.1] REFIT POINTS

[13.11] Axis Refit Points are sub-divided into German and Italian points. Points of one nationality may never be used to refit units of the other nationality.

[13.12] Players should keep track of the number of Refit Points available to them on the Refit/Air Point Track. Refit Points may be accumulated from turn to turn. The +10 sides of the Refit Point markers may be used to indicate stores of 10 to 20 Refit Points.

[13.2] RESTRICTIONS ON REFIT

Whenever a unit is eliminated for any reason, it is placed in the Refit Box, unless it was out of Combat Supply, or could not trace a path of any length through traversable hexes to Alexandria (18) or L0701 (Axis) unimpeached by enemy units and ZOC's. Friendly combat units negate enemy ZOC's for this purpose. A path of this type is termed a "line of communication." Nonmotorized units that are eliminated and cannot trace a line of communication go into the eliminated motorized unit which is out of Combat Supply or cannot trace a line of communication. The owning player rolls a die; on a 1, 2, or 3, the unit is placed in the Refit Box; otherwise it is placed in the Destroyed Units Box and may never again appear on the map. Motorized units with Morale Ratings of 1, which are out of Combat Supply or cannot trace a line of communication are placed in the Refit Box on rolls of 1, 2, 3, or 4, and only go into the Destroyed Units Box on a 5 or 6.

[13.3] Only units in the Refit Box may be rebuilt from scratch.

[13.12] Friendly units may only be refit during the first friendly refit Phase.

[13.23] Axis units may not be rebuilt from scratch if L0701 is enemy-occupied or in an enemy ZOC. Commonwealth units may not be rebuilt from scratch if Alexandria is occupied or in an enemy ZOC.

[13.24] Supply units and Air Points may not be refitted.

[13.25] A depleted unit must be in General Supply, may not be in an enemy ZOC, and may not have been disrupted at any point during the current Refit Phase to be refit to full-strength.

[13.3] UPGRADING ARMOR UNITS

When units with more than one possible Armor Rating (as indicated by the countermix, see 2.22) are taken from the Refit Box to the initial, they are rebuilt at the highest Armor Rating available, given the turn (as indicated on the Turn Record Track) and the counters available for that unit. A player may voluntarily upgrade his armor units if they can trace a line of communication to L0701 (Axis) or Alexandria (Commonwealth) by
removing them from the map, placing them in the Refit Box, and rebuilding them as if they had been destroyed. Once placed in the Refit Box, however, a unit may not be returned to the map except through a refit procedure. Note that only one counter for a particular unit may be on the map at a given time. **Example:** During his Refit Phase of Game-Turn 14, the Commonwealth player decides to refit 7/7 Armd. Looking on the Turn Record Track, he sees that the maximum Armor Rating for that turn is 3. As 7/7 Armd does have a counter with an Armor Rating of 3, the unit is rebuilt at that Armor Rating. If 7/7 Armd was available with Armor Ratings of only 1 or 2, it would appear for this example at the highest Armor Rating available (2). Similarly, if 7/7 Armd appeared in only one form, without any Armor Rating, it would be rebuilt in that form.

### [14.0] Fortifications

**GENERAL RULE:**

Fortifications represent heavily protected lines, usually composed of concrete defenses and other heavy equipment. Fortifications may be constructed by both players. Fortifications may be of two different qualities: Level 1 and Level 2.

**CASES:**

- **[14.1] CONSTRUCTING FORTIFICATIONS**
  - Fortifications may not be constructed in mountain, city, sand sea, or marsh hexes.
  - The number of fortifications that may be emplaced is not limited by the counters provided. The players may make additional markers, if necessary.
  - Level 2 fortifications may only be constructed in hexes already containing Level 1 fortification markers, which are inverted when the Level 2 fort is completed.
  - To build one level of fortifications in a hex (from nothing to Level 1, or from Level 1 to Level 2) requires the presence of a combat unit with a non-parenthesized Combat Strength and a Stack Point Value of at least 1, and a dump. The combat unit and dump must start a friendly Movement Phase in which the combat unit could move in the hex to be fortified, and may not move during the entire Phase. At the end of the Phase, the dump is expended and a level of fortification is added to the hex. An Under Construction marker should be placed at the beginning of the Phase to denote such activity. Level 2 forts may not be strengthened by further construction.

- **[14.2] EFFECTS OF FORTIFICATION**
  - At the option of the player defending in a fort, the row of the Combat Results Table corresponding to that fort's Level may be used in place of the terrain in the hex.
  - The Combat Strength of any non-armored unit of the defending player's choice is doubled if it defends in a Level 2 fort.
  - A fortification benefits any force in its hex, regardless of who first constructed it.
  - Fortifications may never be destroyed.

### [15.0] Scenarios

**GENERAL RULE:**

Two scenarios are provided with Desert Fox: "Race for Tobruk," and "The North African Campaign."**

**CASES:**

- **[15.1] RACE FOR TOBRUK**
  - "Race for Tobruk" is a relatively quick simulation of the first few months of the Axis offensive following Rommel's arrival in North Africa. It can be played in an evening.
  - The "Race for Tobruk" scenario is five Game-Turns long, beginning on Game-Turn 1, and ending at the end of Game-Turn 5.

- **[15.12] Commonwealth Initial Deployment**
  - L0706: 3/21(1) Armd; L0704: 2/2 Mech;
  - Deployed within 3 hexes of L2308: 24/9 Rus, 20/9 Rus, ‘a’ Art, L2129: 3 Ind Mtrdz; Tobruk (L2329): 26/9 Rus, ‘b’ Art, 1 MSU; Mesa Mattru (E218): 23/70 (Depleted), 1 Mtrdz, the Railhead; Alexandria (E2234): 16/70, 22 Mtrdz, 2 MSU’s. 7 Sp’/7 Mech begins the game in the Refit Box, and may only enter play through the refit procedure (13.0).
  - The Commonwealth player also deploys a Level 1 fort within 2 hexes of Tobruk. Dumps are deployed in L0704, L1404, L1810, L3217, L2819, L2421, L2408, and L2716. No Refit or Air Points are available to the Commonwealth player at the start of the game.

- **[15.13] Axis Initial Deployment**
  - Marsa Brega (L0702): German: 5(1) Armd, 200 Mtrdz, 3 Reccon, 5 Ll Art, 3 MSU’s; El Aghela (L0701): Italian: 132/Ar Armcd, 8Br/Ar Mech, Nizz/Ar Reccon, 132/Ar Art, 27 Brs. The Italian 60 Sab unit begins the game in the Refit Box, and may only enter play through the refit procedure (13.0).
  - The Axis player begins the game with one Air Point and no Refit Points.

- **[15.14] Both players receive reinforcements and replacements as indicated on the Turn Record Track and their reinforcement schedules.

- **[15.2] THE NORTH AFRICAN CAMPAIGN**
  - "The North African Campaign" re-creates the entire war in the North African theatre, from Rommel's arrival until the Allied landings in Tunisia. Campaign scenarios can generally be played in 15 to 25 hours.
  - "The North African Campaign" is 22 turns long, starting at Game-Turn 1, and ending at the end of Game-Turn 22. It is possible for the game to end before Game-Turn 22 if the Axis fulfills the conditions for automatic victory (15.25).
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